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Abstract—The trust solutions to routing networks are
faced with the evaluation of behavior trust and how to
exactly evaluate the behaviors under the circumstance
of existing recommend deceptive behavior such as
providing fake or misleading recommendation. In this
paper, by learning trust relationship from routing
network, a trust evaluation model based on Grey
Clustering Theory is proposed. The model adopts
improved Bayes theory to evaluate the behavior trust.
By introducing Grey Clustering Theory, the model
clusters the recommend node to different trust classes
according to recommend credibility and calculates the
recommend weight to resistance the fraud
recommends information from the deceptive node.
Simulation results show that trust evaluation model
based on Grey Clustering Theory cannot only
effectively evaluate the routing node behavior but also
has better anti-attack performance, anti-deception
performance and higher attack node detection rate.
Index Terms—routing node trust, routing node direct
trust, routing node recommend trusts, grey clustering
theory.
I. INTRODUCTION
In routing network, trust relationship between routing
nodes are often established dynamically and routing
nodes have to manage the risk involved with the
interactions without prior knowledge about credibility of
cooperative nodes. The solution to this problem is
adopting trust strategies to make routing nodes only
interact with trustworthy nodes.
Some trust strategies which is based on cryptology
have been presented to evaluate the routing node identity
trust [1-4]. But these trust strategies cannot prevent the
attack caused by the legal node and hijacked node. Trust
evaluation models are proposed to solve this problem.
Trust evaluation in routing network is predominantly
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based on the routing behavior regardless of the fact that
behavior is normal or not. A number of trust evaluation
models have been proposed to protect routing networks
against the increasing malicious behaviors of nodes. Peng
[5]
proposed a trust evaluation scheme to evaluate the
routing node behaviors by Bayes theory. SUN and YU [6-7]
proposed a trust evaluation model by behavior evaluation.
The model proposed by Wang [8] analyses the interaction
behavior between routing nodes and evaluates the risk
and network gain. Buchegger [9] provided a CONFIDANT
routing protocol which punish the malicious node by
evaluating the behavior trust. Momani [10] adopted Bayes
theory to evaluate the communication behavior. But
without considering recommend node trust evaluation,
there are a lot of malicious recommended problem caused
by fraud recommendation behavior in routing network.
The conclusion of routing node trust solutions is shown
in Table I.
TABLE I.
THE CONCLUSION OF ROUTING NODE TRUST SOLUTIONS
Solution

Advantage

The solution solves
The cryptology
the issue of identity
solution
credibility.

The trust
evaluation
solution

The solution
evaluates the
behavior of the
routing node

Defect
The solution cannot
prevent cannot prevent
the attack caused by the
legal node and hijacked
node.

The solution cannot
restrain the strategy
fraud recommendation
behavior.

This paper presents Grey Clustering Trust model
(GCT-Trust) to solve the routing node fraud
recommendation and restrain the strategy fraud behavior.
Our contributions include three folds: (1) GCT-Trust
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evaluates the routing node behavior by improving Bayes
theory. (2) By introducing Grey Clustering theory, GCTTrust clusters the recommend node to different trust
classes to restrain the malicious fraud attack in trust
recommendation. (3) In simulation, we validate GCTTrust in OSPF protocol. The rest of this paper is
organized as follows. Section II presents the GCT-Trust
model. The related algorithm realization is described in
Section III. The simulations and their analysis are
presented in Section IV. The conclusion is drawn in
section V.
II. TRUST MODEL BASED ON GREY CLUSTERING THEORY
Routing node trust (RT) can be interpreted as the
gradual and dynamic evaluation by one node on other
nodes in the process of continuous interactions. This
evaluation provides guidance on the behaviors of the
routing node. RT can be classified into two categories [11]:
routing node direct trust (RDT) and routing node
recommend Trust (RRT). In routing network, RDT
originates from the information collection by direct
interactions and RRT is an integrated evaluation on the
target routing node which is recommended by
recommendation node [12-15].
A. Routing Node Direct Trust Calculation
RDT is calculated by improving Bayes model [16-18]. Let
s shows the regular behavior judgment and a shows the
malicious behavior judgment. Γ function of β function is
chosen as the probability density function and the routing
node directed trust probability density function is
RDTrust () as in

RDTrust ( s, a ) =

Γ (s + a)

Γ (s) Γ (a)

p s (1 − p )

a

(1)

where 0≤p≤1.
According to probability theory, the mathematical
expectation of β function is

E[ P] =

s
s+a

(2)

Let x represent the regular behavior appearance number
and y represent the malicious behavior appearance
number. The mathematical expectation of x and y is

⎧ s = x + 1, x ≥ 0
⎨
⎩a = y + 1, y ≥ 0

(3)

According to Equation (2) and Equation (3), the
mathematical expectation of RDTrust () is as in

E[ RDTrust ( p | x, y )] =

x +1
x+ y+2

(4)

and the routing node direct trust of node m to node n
(RDTmn) is given by

RDT (m, n) =| E[ RDTrust ( p | xnm , ynm )] − 0.5 | (5)
where RDTmn ∈ [0, 1].
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B. Routing Recommend Node Trust Calculation
The deceptive node can recommend strategy fraud
trust information to rise up the trust level of some attack
nodes or slander some normal nodes. More deceptive
nodes can form a collusion-attack to threaten the whole
routing network [19]. Through grey clustering theory, this
paper solves above problem by clustering the recommend
node to different trust classes and calculating recommend
weight (RW) according to recommend credibility (RC)
[20-21]
.
Let set (m, i) represents the set of public nodes. The
difference of the evaluations on the public nodes between
node m and node i (diffmi) is given by

diff mi =

∑ ( RDT

r∈set ( m ,i )

mr

− RDTir )

set (m, i )

(6)

Let diffmi’s upper limit is θ. The recommend credibility
that node m evaluates node i (RCmi) is given by diffmi as

θ
⎧
⎪⎪1 − diff (θ < diff mi )
mi
RCmi = ⎨
⎪1 − diff mi ( diff < θ )
mi
⎪⎩
θ

(7)

To measure RW of different recommend nodes, we
cluster the recommend node to different grey class by
grey fixed weight clustering theory from the grey
clustering theory[22].
Let the grey class set is H= {h1, h2, h3}, h1 is trust class,
h2 is general trust class and h3 is distrust class.
At the time frame t, we take k recommend nodes as
clustering object and RC from t frames as the clustering
indicator. For each grey class, clustering indicator has
same whiten weight function and the weight of each
clustering indicator is equal. Let three whiten weight
functions are fh1 (·), fh2 (·) and fh3 (·) shown in Fig. 1[22].
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TABLEII
THE VALUE OF RW
Gray class

Value of RW

Trust class(h1)

1

The recommend
information from the
node is highly credible.

General trust
class(h2)

0.5

The recommend
information from the
node is general credible.
Part of recommend
information has large
difference from direct
trust information.

Distrust class(h3)

0

(a) Whiten weight function of h1, fh1 (·)

(b)Whiten weight function of h2, fh2 (·)

Description

The recommend
information from the
node is incredible.

Based on RW, the routing nodes recommend Trust of
node m to node n (RRTmn) is given by
(c) Whiten weight function of h3, fh3 (·)

RRTmn

[22]

Figure 1. Whiten weight function of grey class

.

We calculate the grey clustering coefficient (η) of
recommend node i to hk (k=1, 2, 3) as in
t

ηik =

∑f
j =1

k

( RCmi )
(8)

t

And then η’s matrix is as in (7).

⎡η11
⎢ 1
η
k
[ηi ] = ⎢ 2
⎢...
⎢ 1
⎢⎣η k
If max

⎥

...

ηk2

... ⎥
⎥
ηk3 ⎥⎦

(9)

{ηi1,ηi2 ,ηi3} = ηik , recommend node i belongs

to grey class hk (k=1, 2, 3).
If recommend node i (i=1, 2, n) is clustered to trust
grey class (h1), RWi =1. If recommend node i is clustered
to general trust grey class (h2), RWi =0.5. If recommend
node i is clustered to distrust grey class (h3), RWi = 0. If
node i is clustered to h3, the recommend information from
i will be discarded to avoid the negative effect. The value
of RW is shown in TableII.
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in

i∈G

i∈G

mi

(10)

in

where G is the set of the recommend node.
C. Routing Node Trust Calculation and Update
RT integrates from the RDT and RRT. We introduce
the confidence factor λ to specify the impact of RDT on
RT as

RTmn = λ × RDTmn + (1 − λ ) × RRTmn

η12 η13 ⎤
η22 η23 ⎥

∑ RDT RW
=
∑ RDT

(11)

where 0≤λ≤1. λ also represents the confidence degree of
routing node. So Equation (9) not only reflects the
confidence degree of the routing node but also consider
the RRT from other recommend nodes.
In Equation (10), we introduce the exponential decay
factor (forgetting factor) to reflect the time-sensitive of
RT and reduce old trust information’s impact on the
current trust evaluation. Let c represent the exponential
decay factor.
− c+t
RTmn new = RTmold
n ×e

(12)

III. RELATED ALGORITHM REALIZATION
The routing node evaluates the trust of interaction
nodes and updates the RT, RC and RW of interaction node
after the end of every time frame. The algorithm by
which routing node calculates and updates RT of
interaction node is as Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. RT calculation and update algorithm
Input: node m, node n
Output: RTmn
(1)If (interaction behavior happened) then
(2) Calculate RDTmn;
(3) recommendset (n) = {get the recommendation
node set of the node n by Algorithm 2};
(4) For ( node i ∈recommendset (n))
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(5)

Get RTin；/* RTin is recommended by node

i */
(6)
Update RCmi; /*update the RC of node i */
(7)
Update RWmi; /* update the RW of node i */
(8) Calculate RRTmn;
(9) Calculate RTmn;
(10) Return RTmn;
(11) Else
(12) Update RTmn;
(13) Return RTmn;
(14) END
We used the recommendation set searching algorithm
(Algorithm 2) to obtain recommendation nodes and limit
the scope of recommendation nodes.
Algorithm 2. Recommendation set searching
algorithm
Input: node m, node n
Output: recommendset (n)
(1) If (hop (i) <η) then /* hop(i) is the hop numbers
between recommendation node i and node m. η is the
maximum search depth to control the search depth of
Algorithm 2*/
(2) For (node i∈nset(m)) Do /*nset(i) is the set of
all neighbor node of m*/
(3) If (RTin <ξ) then /*if RTin＞ξ, the node i is not
adopted as the recommendation node */
(4)
recommendset (n)= recommendset (n)+{i};
(5)
Return recommendset (n);
(6) END.
IV.THE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS
In this section, simulation results are presented to
demonstrate the proposed GCT-Trust by introducing
GCT-Trust into OSPF protocol. We use OPNET to
simulate the OSPF protocol with GCT-Trust (GCTOSPF). The main goal in the simulation is to compare
GCT-OSPF with the OSPF protocol introduced Bayes
trust model (Bayes-OSPF) which does not consider the
recommend credibility evaluating.
In Scenario 1, we compare GCT-OSPF with BayesOSPF under the circumstance of no recommend
deceptive node. The simulation parameters are shown in
Table III. We simulate the black-hole attack node as the
attack node.
TABLE III
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF SCENARIO 1
Simulation Parameters

Value

Node number

30

Attack node number

0-10

Simulation duration

1200s

Simulation scope

500×500
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Fig.2 shows simulation results of Scenario 1. From the
Fig.2 (a) and Fig. 2(b), it is shown that GCT-OSPF and
Bayes-OSPF are almost same on the number of packet
delivery and packet loss for both of them shield the attack
node by trust evaluation theory. We analysis the routing
overhead by OSPF Traffic Sent Average (bits/sec). With
regards to OSPF Traffic Sent Average shown in Fig.2(c),
GCT-OSPF and Bayes-OSPF have subtle routing
overhead gap. It is due to both GCT-OSPF and BayesOSPF need to evaluate the node trust and transport the
recommend trust information. So GCT-OSPF and BayesOSPF have similar routing performance under the
circumstance of no recommend deceptive node. In
summary, above simulation analyses can be attributed to
the fact that GCT-OSPF and Bayes-OSPF have similar
packet delivery numbers, packet loss numbers and
routing performance under the circumstance of no
recommend deceptive node.
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TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS OF SCENARIO 2

(a) Packet delivery number

(b) Packet loss number

(c) Routing overhead
Figure 2. Simulation results of Scenario 1

In Scenario 2, we compare GCT-OSPF with BayesOSPF under the circumstance of existing deceptive nodes.
The simulation parameters are shown in Table IV.
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Simulation Parameters

Value

Node number

30

Attack node number

0-10

Recommend deceptive nodes number

0-10

Simulation duration

1200s

Simulation scope

500×500

With the increase of the proportion of deceptive nodes,
more malicious node cannot be detected. From Fig.3(a)
and Fig.3(b), it is shown that both GCT-OSPF and
Bayes-OSPF are influenced by the appearance of the
attack node. But GCT-OSPF has more packet delivery
numbers and less packet loss numbers than Bayes-OSPF.
This is because GCT-OSPF can resistance the fraud
recommends information from the deceptive node and
detects the attack nodes correctly by introducing RW.
GCT-OSPF has higher attack node detection rate than
Bayes-OSPF according to Fig.3(c). In the simulation
duration period, the attack node detection rate of GCTOSPF almost reaches 100%. When there is a high rate of
deceptive nodes, Bayes-OSPF keeps a lower attack node
detection rate. GCT-OSPF has more routing overhead
than Bayes-OSPF as Fig.3(d). This is because GCTOSPF has to calculate and update RW. In summary,
GCT-OSPF has better anti-attack performance, antideception performance and higher attack node detection
rate than Bayes-OSPF under the circumstance of existing
deceptive nodes.
The result of the simulation experiment shows the
GCT-Trust can effectively building trust relationship
between routing nodes, the routing network with large
scale malicious node can still provide higher packet
transaction rate.
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V. CONCLUSION

(a) Packet delivery number

This paper has presented GCT-Trust as a new trust
evaluating model focusing on exact trust evaluation. In
direct trust calculation, GCT-Trust has adopted the
improved Bayes theory to evaluate the routing node
behavior. GCT-Trust has clustered and analyzed the
recommend node by introducing the grey clustering
theory to avoid the fraud recommendation from the
deceptive node. The simulation results shows that GCTTrust has better anti-attack performance, anti-deception
performance and higher attack node detection rate under
the circumstance of existing deceptive nodes. Further
work can be pursued in accommodating GCT-Trust to
other routing protocols.
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